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ABSTRACT
The process of license plate matching has continued to improve over the
last decade, moving from manually intensive to automated. The text-mining
technique of edit distance has been crucial to this improvement. Edit distance is
not without limitations, such as determining a threshold, intuitiveness of the
measurement, and character length issues.
This paper proposes an alternative evaluation method for determining
plate matches. The method utilizes conditional probability rules to calculate the
likelihood that two plates are a match. The alternative method is not a
replacement for the traditional edit distance calculation, but rather an additional
tool for practitioners. Depending on the location and number of plates captured
either calculation may outperform the other.
A derived measurement, i.e., z-score of travel time, was utilized to
determine the threshold for both the probability and edit distance measurements.
In this method, the standard deviation of the z-scores (of the travel time) is used
to estimate number of true and false license plate matches. The number of
matches is then inserted into a cost objective function to provide a tool of
evaluating model performance by threshold without manually investigating true
matches. The proposed methods will enable practitioners logically determine the
evaluation measurement and its threshold based on the purpose of their LPR
matching applications.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

A license plate is a unique identifier for each individual vehicle. License
plates are legally required to be used on every vehicle on the road and the type
of license plates, such as font, location of placement, and number of characters,
is different by state, vehicle type, and individuals. The process of using license
plates to track vehicles has been around for decades. Before advances in
camera and computer technology, the process was done by hand using pen and
paper. Modern License Plate Recognition (LPR) involves capturing images of
license plates at two stations, one upstream and one downstream. The images
are then read using an optical character recognition (OCR) engine to detect and
estimate the individual characters of the string on each plate. Once the individual
characters are recognized, the set of strings between the two stations is
compared to determine matches.
The matching of the vehicles is a post collection process. There are
several difficulties of the matching arisen from missing characters, incorrectly
read characters, and the lack of a true license plate database. If we allow exactly
identical strings as a match set, the matching ratios could be significantly lower
as it is hard to capture all characters on every plate. Without the ground truth
information, it is almost impossible to know whether the matching is true or false.
This is a major difference as compared to other text matching processes, where
1

there is a dictionary or other reference database. For example, when a word is
typed into an online search engine, there is an entire dictionary of words that it
can be matched to. Therefore, it is relatively easier to determine if a misspelled
word is actually meant as another word since all the characters of the correct
words are known.
The matching rate of LPR can be improved by allowing the license plates
with misread characters as potential matches. The key measurement to capture
the license plates with slightly different strings, but not exactly identical, is Edit
Distance (a text-mining technique). The weighted edit distance used in this study,
proposed by Moraes et al. and enhanced by Hargrove et al., gives a
measurement of dissimilarity between two plate strings by obtaining the
probability of a character being recognized by the OCR engine [1, 2]. The
probability is calculated from the previously learned match set and their
distributions, so called ‘association matrix’ in their studies, for each pair of two
characters, and the weighted edit distance is calculated by summing the
logarithm of the probabilities. This process is repeated for all possible matches
(within a travel time window) and the lowest edit distance is chosen as a match if
it falls below a threshold.
Edit distance is not without its problems. This paper focuses on three
limitations. These are: 1) determining an ED threshold, 2) the intuitiveness of the
ED measurement, and 3) limitations on the number of characters in a plate
string. Each of these is explored in more detail later.
2

This paper proposes an alternative evaluation method for determining
plate matches. The method utilizes Bayes theorem to calculate the likelihood that
two plates are a match. The alternative method is not a replacement for the
traditional edit distance calculation, but rather an additional tool for practitioners.
Depending on the location and number of plates captured either calculation may
outperform the other.
Having a measurement to account similarity or dissimilarity of two license
plates, there is still a remaining question: how do we set the threshold to
determine the matches. A derived measurement, i.e., travel time in this study,
was utilized to false matching ratio, without investigating the license plates
manually. In this method, the standard deviation of the z-scores (of the travel
time) is calculated to determine number of true and false license plate matches.
The number of matches is then inserted into a cost objective function, which of
weight factors could be different by users, to reflect the model performance with
the ground truth information. Then, the optimum threshold with the minimum cost
was determined among numerous thresholds set. The proposed approach was
analyzed to determine the threshold for both the probability and edit distance
measurements.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
License Plate Recognition (LPR) is increasingly being used in data
collection and traffic studies; and as such, improvements to the process have
grown with it.[3-6] Past uses of LPR have required an extensive amount of
manual checks to validate matches. Oliveira-Neto et. al. have done considerable
work to improve the matching process. In 2009, they incorporated the use of edit
distance (ED) and travel time thresholds to increase match rates.[7] Edit
distance, originally developed by Vladimir Levenshtein, is a text-mining technique
that calculates the similarity between two strings.[8, 9] The calculation is simply
how many operations it takes to transform plate string X into plate string Y.
Suppose there are two LPR stations (X and Y) and each reads the same plate as
X=ABC123 and Y=4BC1Z3. The ED would be calculated to be 2, as it takes two
operations to transform X into Y (the substitution of “A” to “4” and “2” to “Z”).

Weighted Edit Distance
In 2012, Oliveira-Net et. al. expanded on their initial research by
introducing a new weight function (based on a probability model) and a traveltime distribution (as opposed to the threshold used in 2009) to better refine the
matches and calculate the ED.[1] The probability model uses an association
matrix (also known as a confusion matrix) that contains the probability of a
character being interpreted by each machine. The weighted ED calculation will
be discussed in more detail later.
4

Self-Learning Algorithm
The 2012 model relied heavily on manual extraction of ground truth. This
made the process very time intensive. Oliveira-Neto et.al. improved the process
again in 2013 by developing a self-learning algorithm. [10] The self-learning
algorithm relied on the fact that the recognition rate of individual characters is
higher than the recognition rate of entire plates. By starting with a blank
association matrix the algorithm analyzes each new plate string to continuously
improve the matrix up. Each new iteration of the matrix is compared to the
previous one to see the increase in performance. Once a set threshold is
reached the algorithm stops and the final association matrix is ready.

5

CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

Calculation
The ED and probability calculations both rely on the same initial input, the
association matrix. An example of the association matrix can be seen in Figure 1
on the next page. Each cell contains the number of times the corresponding row
and column were seen as the same value. For example, the cell at the
intersection of row two (character “1”) and column eight (character “7”) is how
many times the character “1” was observed as a “7”, in this case it was twice.
From here the probability is calculated by dividing the number of observations
(two) by the total number of observations for the character’s row. After this initial
input both calculations differ. The following sections provide more detail on each.
Edit Distance
The probabilities for each character are acquired from the association
matrix and are then used in the equation below to calculate the weighted ED for
each plate string:
1

1

1

𝐸𝐷 = ∑((log 𝑝 ) + (log 𝑝 ) + ⋯ + (log 𝑝 ))
1

2

𝑛

Where p is the probability for each character, and n is the total number of
characters in the plate string. This calculation is done for every possible plate
match within a travel time window. These possible matches are then ranked by

6

Figure 1: Association Matrix
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their ED. The plate with the smallest ED is selected as a potential match. Then it
is checked to see if it falls below the ED threshold.
Edit Distance Limitations
The first limitation of edit distance is determining a threshold. This process
requires two sets of data, the truth data and the potential matches captured.
When each plate is captured an image is stored of the entire vehicle as well as a
close-up of the plate. The truth data is obtained by manually typing in the
characters on each plate at both the upstream and downstream stations. The
potential matches are acquired by running the matching process listed in the
calculation section. Once both the type of match (true or false) is known and the
corresponding ED, the points can be plotted and an ED threshold selection
made. This has been a single fixed value in previous ED work.
A second limitation of ED, is the inability for the ED value to be easily
understood. If someone unfamiliar with plate matching or ED itself was told that a
plate had an ED of 5, they would have no idea what that meant. However, if they
were told that the plate had a 90% chance of being a match then they would
have at least some understanding.
As mentioned earlier, the plate with the smallest edit distance is selected
as a match for the downstream plate. However, a smaller edit distance may not
necessarily be an indication of a correct match. As the number of characters on
each plate increases, the edit distance will also increase. The next two examples
will demonstrate this
8

In example one a downstream plate was read as “ABJ” and the upstream
plate was read as “A81”. Using equation 1 and the association matrix in figure 1
the weighted ED was calculated as 1.303 (see Appendix). In example two, a
downstream plate was read as “ABCJ23” and the upstream plate as “A8C123”.
Using the same method as example one, the weighted ED was calculated as
1.388. Both of these examples had the same errors (B to 8 and J to 1), but the
second example had a higher ED because of the three additional characters.
When employing the past matching process the first example, with the low ED,
will be considered more likely to be a match. However, when looking at the two
examples it can be seen that example two is more likely to be a match as there
are more characters to compare to (six) and more “correct” characters (four) than
example one.

Probability
The alternative method proposed in this paper uses conditional probability
rules to determine the likelihood that two plates are a match. This number,
expressed as a percentage, is more easily understood than ED and can be
explained in a matter of minutes to almost anyone, regardless of their knowledge
in license plate matching. Unlike ED where each character raised the overall
measurement, probability does not penalize a plate due to increased length.
The first step in calculating the total probability is to determine the
probability that two plate strings are a match. The equation below demonstrates
this.
9

𝑃𝐸 = 𝑃(𝑠𝐴 = 𝜌|𝑠𝐵 = 𝜎)
Where 𝐸 represents the event of having the string 𝜌 of license plate at station A,
given the string 𝜎 of license plate at station B, and 𝑃𝐸 is the probability of the
event, 𝐸. With the given pair, i.e., the event, there are only two possible cases in
our final decision, match or non-match. Therefore, 𝑃𝐸 can be breakdown to the
two cases as the following equation.

For a case of match,
𝑃𝐸|𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ = 𝑃(𝜌1 → 𝜎1 ) ∙ 𝑃(𝜌2 → 𝜎2 ) … 𝑃(𝜌𝑛 → 𝜎𝑛 )
The probability of having a character 𝜌𝑖 at station A and 𝜎𝑖 at station B,
𝑃(𝜌𝑖 → 𝜎𝑖 ), can be obtained from the association matrices, where n is the number
of characters on the license plate.

For a case of non-match, the probability of having a character 𝜌𝑖 at station A will
not be correlated with the character 𝜎𝑖 at station B. The probability of having 𝜌𝑖
could be affected by the distribution of characters in population. Although there
might be some preferred characters in the field, we assumed that all of the
characters are evenly distributed in the population. Since there are 37 possible
characters (A to Z, 0 to 9, and a null character), the probability of having 𝜌𝑖 at
station A is calculated simply by 1/37. Therefore, the probability of the event with
the condition of a non-match, 𝑃𝐸|𝑁𝑜𝑛−𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ , can be calculated as the following
equation.
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𝑃𝐸|𝑁𝑜𝑛−𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ = 𝑃(𝜌1 |𝑁𝑜𝑛 − 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ) ∙ 𝑃(𝜌2 |𝑁𝑜𝑛 − 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ) … 𝑃(𝜌𝑛 |𝑁𝑜𝑛 − 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ) =
1

(37)𝑛

Now, using a Bayesian theorem, we can reformulate the equation to calculate the
probability of matching with the given pair of conditions.

𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ|𝐸 = 𝑃

𝑃𝐸|𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ ∗𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ
𝐸|𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ ∗𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ +𝑃𝐸|𝑁𝑜𝑛−𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ ∗𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑛−𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ

Here, the 𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ is the probability of matching without considering the given pair
or event, which is equivalent to the probability of capturing the same vehicle at
station A, when the vehicle is captured at station B. Therefore, the 𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ can be
expressed as the following equation.

𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ =

𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐵
𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐵

Since the 𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ and 𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑛−𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ are mutually exclusive, we can rewrite the
probability of matching with the given pair of conditions.
𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ|𝐸 = 𝑃

𝑃𝐸|𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ ∗𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ
𝐸|𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ ∗𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ +𝑃𝐸|𝑁𝑜𝑛−𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ ∗(1−𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑛−𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ )

These values are then ranked, with the highest probability being selected as a
potential match.
11

Probability Limitations
The conditional probability calculation is not without limitation. Whereas
the ED calculation looks at only the vehicles within the sample, the probability
equation uses the entire population to determine the likelihood of a match. Thus,
the population count must be known.

Threshold and Match Determination
The calculations described earlier only provide potential matches. Further
work is needed to get true matches. After the initial probability and ED values are
calculated they must still be compared to the corresponding threshold values.
The threshold is required to limit the number of false matches. The previous ED
threshold methodology was described earlier. A new method is proposed that
can be employed for both probability and ED. This new method utilizes the zscores of the travel time distribution for all matches.
First, a previous association matrix is used with the matching algorithm to
obtain exact matches. This association matrix was created from previous data
and experience. If no association matrix is available then exact matches are
looked for using either a high threshold (probability) or a low threshold (edit
distance). This limits the potential matches to those that are the most likely to be
matches.

12

Next, the average and standard deviation of the set can be found. The zscore (of travel time) can then be calculated for each vehiclej at station B based
on the travel time between vehiclei. at station A and vehiclej at station B.
Next candidate vehicles are chosen based on a z-score window. After this
potential matches are selected (from the candidate vehicles at station A) for each
vehicle at station B based on either the minimum ED or the maximum probability.
A threshold must be used next to eliminate as many false matches as possible.
The standard deviation of the z-scores is calculated from the remaining
matches. The standard deviation is then used with Figure 2, below to estimate
the false matching ratio and thus the number of true and false matches.

Figure 2: False Matching Ratio
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The false matching ratio graph was created from ten thousand simulations using
the number of false matches and the standard deviation of the z-score (of the
travel time). As mentioned in the last paragraph once the standard deviation is
known then the false matching rate can be determined (depending on which zscore window was used, 3 or 5). The false matching ratio is then multiplied by the
number of total matches to get the number of false matches.

Cost Minimization
To provide a simple evaluation method, a cost equation was developed.
This equation, which can be seen below, has four inputs: the type of matches
(true and false) and the costs assigned to each.
𝐶 = (#𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠) ∗ (𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑇 ($)) + (#𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠) ∗ (𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐹 ($))
False matches are unwanted so they are assigned a high (negative) cost,
while true matches are assigned a positive benefit. The goal would be to have a
positive benefit and no cost. These values can be changed around, but will
ultimately provide the same result.
For example, suppose two different thresholds for probability matches are
used, one low (0.3) and one high (0.9). In the high probability case there are 200
true matches and 20 false matches. In the low probability case there are 1000
true matches, but also 500 false matches. This increase in both types of matches
is due to lowering the threshold. To calculate the cost associated with each, the
cost is -$5 for false matches and +$1 for true matches.

14

𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ = (200) ∗ ($1) + (20) ∗ (−$5) = $100
𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑤 = (1000) ∗ ($1) + (500) ∗ (−$5) = −$1500

In this example, the high probability would be providing the best benefit so it
would be the logical choice. Multiple iterations of the threshold are used providing
different inputs for the cost equation. These are plotted, and an optimum
threshold value can be selected
Figures 3 and 4 on the next page demonstrate two of these plots. Ten
thousand simulations were used to calculate these plots. The observed line was
created in the simulation using random plates, while the estimated line was
created using the method listed in the last paragraph.
In Figure 3 a clear optimum can been seen around an ED threshold value
of 15. This is the point where cost is minimized the most and benefit is
maximized. In the probability plot the threshold value has a large range of
roughly 0.5 to 0.8. This range is due to the sensitivity of probability. Probability is
less sensitive to changes in threshold as is evident by the flatter line, while edit
distance has steeper lines and changes.

15

Figure 3: Total Cost with Edit Distance

Figure 4: Total Cost with Probability
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS
Analyzing the data required both field data as well as simulated cases.
The field data was collected along a signalized arterial street in Knoxville, TN
while the simulation results were obtained from ten thousand different cases.

Study Area
A 2.7 mile stretch of Sutherland Ave. was used for the study. Six LPR
stations were set up along the roadway and can be seen in Figure 5 on the next
page. Stations one and six were placed at the start and end, respectively. The
other four stations were placed after signalized intersections. One of the LPR
stations (number three) malfunctioned during use and was not used for any data
analysis. Each of these stations was setup on the roadside and captured license
plates on the rear of vehicles. In addition to the LPR setups, road tube counters
were placed at the start and end (stations one and six respectively). These
counters provide total vehicle counts along with speed and vehicle classification.
Table 1, below, list additional information about the study area.
Table 1: Study Area

Type

Sutherland Ave.
35
170
10,671
2.7

Speed (MPH)
Access Points
AADT
Length (Miles)
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Figure 5: Sutherland Study Area

Simulation








The simulation was performed in MATLAB using these inputs:
Number of characters on plate: 6
Vehicle capture rate: 100%
Missing Characters: 0%
Accuracy of the image recognition: 70%
Cost per a false match: -10
Benefit per a true match: 1
Number of vehicles captured: 10,000

18

Evaluation Criteria
To evaluate both matching calculations, three different criteria were
analyzed. These are 1) observed cost versus the estimated cost, 2) observed
optimum threshold versus the estimated optimum threshold, and 3) observed
false matching ratio versus the estimated false matching ratio.
Cost
The mean absolute error was calculated for both the simulated and study
site matches by comparing the threshold values to the total cost. Two different
scenarios for cost were utilized, one with a high penalty for false match and one
with a low penalty. These MAE values can be seen in Table 2, below.

Table 2: Mean absolute error of total cost

Simulation

Sutherland

Unit Cost of
False Match

Edit Distance

Probability

Edit Distance

Probability

1

36

19

2,836

2,342

10

196

107

7,159

2,530

* Unit cost of true match is 1.

The simulated results followed expectations with a very low error value.
This was expected as all inputs of the simulation were controlled. The mean
errors of the collected data are much higher. The higher values (versus the
simulation) are most likely explained by the smaller sample size and through the
assumption that the travel times would follow a normal distribution.
19

Threshold
Figures 6 and 7 on the next page plotted the true optimum threshold
against the estimated optimum. The estimated thresholds were determined using
the model discussed earlier. The true thresholds are known because they were
controlled in the simulation. The estimated and true thresholds were close for edit
distance, as can be seen in the plot. Probability was a little more scattered. This
is most likely due to the fact that probability is less sensitive to changes in the
threshold and thus has more of a range than a single point like ED. This idea will
be further demonstrated in the results section.
False Matching Ratio
Figure 8 below plots the standard deviation of the z-scores (for travel time)
of the field data versus the false matching ratio. The solid line on the graph is the
estimate of the z-scores using the model. As can be seen the observed results
did not exactly follow the estimated. This error can most likely be explained by
the assumption that the travel time followed a standard normal distribution, and
thus a z-score close to one was expected. In the real world setup there were
multiple factors that could have altered this distribution including evening traffic
peak, school traffic, multiple entrance and exit points, etc.

20

Figure 6: Optimum Threshold for Edit Distance

Figure 7: Optimum Threshold for Probability
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Figure 8: Std. Deviation of Z-scores
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Matches by Edit Distance and Probability
Figures 9 and 10 on the next page provide the number of true and false
matches, respectively, with their corresponding edit distance value. From these
graphs it can be see that selecting a low edit distance (one for example) will
provide almost no false matches, but also very few true matches. A middle
ground must be found where the maximum number of true matches is obtained
with the fewest number of false matches. For the graphs below, this would be
somewhere in the 13 to 15 range. The truth matches have somewhat leveled off
at this point while the false matches have not started increasing too much.
The same concept can be used for the probability calculation as well.
Figures 11 and 12 on page 25 provide the true and false matches with their
corresponding probability value. The number of true matches does not change a
drastic amount when the probability is changed, but the number of false matches
quickly decreases when the probability is increased. A probability of 0.2 to 0.5
would provide you with the highest number of true matches while still limiting the
number of false matches.

23

Figure 9: True Matches with Edit Distance

Figure 10: False Matches with Edit Distance
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Figure 11: True Matches with Probability

Figure 12: False Matches with Probability
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Standard Deviation of Z-scores
Figures 13 and 14 on the next page contain the standard deviation of the
z-scores (from the travel time) and the thresholds for both edit distance and
probability. The standard deviation of the z-scores could be used to estimate the
thresholds for both probability and edit distance. If these plots are compared to
the true and false match plots in the last section then the same trends can be
seen. In the ED plot, the standard deviation begins to sharply climb after the
threshold value of 15, while the probability plots remain much flatter (a threshold
range of 0.4 to 0.9 could be used).
These plots are not perfect. The travel times used to obtain the z-scores
were assumed to follow a standard normal distribution; and thus, the standard
deviation of the z-scores should be close to one. As can be seen in the plots this
is not the case. In the real world setup there were multiple factors that could have
altered this distribution including evening traffic peak, school traffic, multiple
entrance and exit points, etc.
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Figure 13: Standard Deviation of the Z-score for Edit Distance

Figure 14: Standard Deviation of the Z-score for Probability
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
This paper proposed an alternative evaluation method for determining
plate matches. The method utilizes conditional probability rules to calculate the
likelihood that two plates are a match. The alternative method is not a
replacement for the traditional edit distance calculation, but rather an additional
tool for practitioners. Depending on the location and number of plates captured
either calculation may outperform the other.
A new method was also developed to determine the threshold for both the
probability and edit distance measurements. In this method, the standard
deviation of the z-scores (of the travel time) are calculated to determine the
number of true and false license plate matches. The number of matches is then
inserted into a cost equation to provide a measurement of how well the threshold
worked. Multiple iterations of this process are completed until the optimum
threshold is determined. This new method provides an enhancement for the
traditional edit distance measurement.
The old method for determining threshold was extremely limited, and
resulted in an educated “guess” at what the best value should be. The new
method provides a much more sound process, although imperfect, for
determining threshold. For example, the common threshold used in previous ED
research was 17.5. If this threshold is used roughly 875 true matches are
obtained (and 125 false matches). The optimum ED would actually be around 15,
28

thus there would be roughly 825 true matches (and only 50 false). Plugging these
numbers into the cost equation gives: -$375 (cost) for the ED of 17.5 and $325
(benefit) for the ED of 15. Clearly the lower ED provides a benefit and would be a
better choice.
Although the probability calculation was introduced as an alternative
measurement for LPR matching in addition to ED, the analytical decision was not
provided for determining the better evaluation measurement among the two in
this study. Furthermore, the proposed method to determine the threshold of LPR
matching has limitations, such as a normality assumption of travel time and not
accounting for a variation of z-scores in the false matching ratio estimation.
Those limitations could be alleviated by the following follow-up studies:



Sensitivity analysis
o Additional analysis is need to test the model to see how it responds
to changes in the number of characters, capture rate, percentage of
missing characters, accuracy of image recognition, number of
vehicles captured, etc.



Estimating a range for the false match ratio rather than a single value

o Current methodology only provides a single value for the false
match ratio. This may be too narrow of an estimate. A range would
allow for some error and a more accurate representation of the
actual matches.
29



Investigating the changes of the z-score for the additional match sets
obtained by a certain magnitude of increment increase of the threshold,
instead of the whole matching set.
o For example, if an ED threshold of 5 is used then 100 matches are
obtained. If an ED threshold of 6 is used then 150 matches are
obtained. Only 50 of these matches are actually attributed to the
increase (+1) in threshold. For each increase in threshold, the
number of false matches will also increase, meaning that instead of
the additional false matches being attributed to all 150 matches
they would only be from the additional 50 matches. Current
methodology would test all 150 and determine the change, whereas
future research could only look at what the increase of 50 matches
will do.
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Edit Distance Example
In this example the weighted ED for two matches is calculated. The first is
matching plate “ABJ” to plate “A81”, the second is matching plate “ABCJ23” to
plate “A8C123”. To do this the probability for each character must be calculated.
A to A, B to 8, and J to 1 for the first example. The same process is repeated for
all 6 characters in the second example. Using the association matrix, the
probability can be calculated for each character by dividing the number of
observed cases by the total number of cases for that character.
The letter A was observed as an A by the OCR engine 64 times, while it was
observed a total of 96 times (this includes the character A as well as any other
character) for all characters. Therefore:
64

𝑃(𝐴|𝐴) = 96 = 0.667
This process is repeated for all other characters. Once all the probabilities are
calculated they can be inserted into the ED calculation (equation 1).
1

1

1

2

1

𝐸𝐷 = (log 𝑃 + log 𝑃 + ⋯ + log 𝑃 )
1

𝑛

1

1

𝐸𝐷 = (log 0.667 + log 0.402 + log 0.185)
𝐸𝐷 = 0.176 + 0.396 + 0.731
𝐸𝐷 = 1.303
This process is repeated again for the second match, with the given number of
characters in the plate string.
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